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Abstract The paper presents a complete solution for

recognition of textual and graphic structures in various

types of documents acquired from the Internet. In the

proposed approach, the document structure recognition

problem is divided into sub-problems. The first one is

localizing logical structure elements within the document.

The second one is recognizing segmented logical structure

elements. The input to the method is an image of document

page, the output is the XML file containing all graphic and

textual elements included in the document, preserving the

reading order of document blocks. This file contains

information about the identity and position of all logical

elements in the document image. The paper describes all

details of the proposed method and shows the results of the

experiments validating its effectiveness. The results of the

proposed method for paragraph structure recognition are

comparable to the referenced methods which offer seg-

mentation only.
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1 Introduction

In the last ten years, automatic document structure recog-

nition has been intensively researched and developed. It is

an essential component of automatic document processing,

especially in document digitization. It is very important for

transformation of old documents into electronic form, e.g.,

medical documents [17], scanned administrative docu-

ments [3] or legal articles [2]. In these cases, the proposed

approaches are domain specific, i.e. a set of possible doc-

ument layouts is not very huge and can be predicted. This

is not the case in NEKST project1.

1.1 Motivations

The research presented in this paper is a part of the NEKST

project. Its final goal is to create a general question

answering system, i.e. a system which gives appropriate

information in response to the problem described by a user

in a natural language. The response is built on the basis of

some multimedia elements and content analysis of text

documents using ontology and WordNet resources.2 To

achieve the presented goal a huge corpus of digital docu-

ments is needed. Logical document structure recognition is

necessary before content processing. It solves the following

problems:

• paragraph hierarchy can be restored,

• images and tables can be automatically annotated on

the basis of their captions,

• extracted images can be used for similar document

retrieval,

• paragraphs spanning to more than one column can be

merged,

• logical flow of paragraphs can be restored (context of

words is not lost).
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The performed research is also useful for the ongoing

construction of the Polish WordNet and for various appli-

cations in Natural Language Processing.

The Internet is a source of vast numbers of digital

documents. Due to huge diversity of authoring tools, fully

automatic extraction of structured text and image elements

is not possible. A large variety of commercial (e.g. Adobe

Acrobat) and non-commercial (e.g. PDF To Text) tools is

available for extraction of text from these documents.

Nevertheless, output of such tools is far from perfect

because:

• there is no guarantee that the complete text is extracted;

• order of paragraphs or even single sentences may be

disrupted;

• national and Latin characters can be omitted due to

character coding;

• enumerations or itemizations structure can be flattened

to simple text;

• tables and similar logical structures may not be

extracted.

1.2 Contribution

In this paper we address the problem of document structure

recognition which is not dedicated to any special domain

nor to specific document layouts. Our aim was to create a

general approach. As such it is more challenging task than

the design of a method processing documents in a specific

domain or with known layouts. A detailed description of all

addressed problems is given in Sect. 3.

The presented solution of structure segmentation uses

computer vision techniques. Document pages are visual-

ized in high resolution and processed as separate images. In

contrary to other methods, we consider digital documents,

so we could miss all preprocessing phases which are

essential for scanned documents. The input of the system is

a single document page acquired from the Internet. The

final output is an XML file which contains a set of rect-

angular outlines with assigned document structure classes.

There are similar studies in the literature but:

• they are limited to a specific structure recognition, e.g.

mathematical expressions [35], tables [19], block of

texts [22],

• they refer to the recognition of the whole document

structure but in a specific domain, where the considered

set of layouts is known in advance.

We would like to underline that in comparison to the

existing methods our solution presents an aggregated

approach recognizing 10 document structure classes and it

does not depend on a document layout. Our original con-

tribution in this paper is:

• the method of graphic component segmentation,

• the rule-based line segmentation method,

• the text line grouping method,

• layout independent text structure recognition rules,

• the gridded table detection method,

• the evaluation routine, based on non-white pixel

analysis.

1.3 The paper overview

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

related research. Section 3 formulates the problem to solve.

Section 4.1 presents the proposed method. Section 5

describes the experimental study and shows the results. The

last section concludes the paper.

2 Related research

In typical document structure recognition system, the

procedure starts from document segmentation. Research in

this domain has its roots in Optical Character Recognition

(OCR), e.g. [21]. Primary goal of these methods was to

locate text. It may be marked using bounding boxes or

more flexible, non-rectangular outlines.

2.1 Document segmentation

Three groups of methods can be distinguished considering

how information is processed: top-down, bottom-up and

hybrid. The first methods of structure separation, developed

in the 90s, represent the bottom-up approach, e.g. [11, 23,

40]. These algorithms process local information about

groups or single non-white pixels. Pixel groups are con-

nected into words, lines and paragraphs. Connected com-

ponents [13] is one of the commonly used methods. There

are various upgrades of this approach, e.g. [40]. More

recent methods utilize typographic principles and knowl-

edge about document structure. A common approach to

parametrization is based on statistical features [24], such as

vertical and horizontal gaps between objects. It helps to

handle font size, font type, its orientation, line spacing, etc.

Many approaches, for example [12, 31], use manual heu-

ristic rules and grammar. These methods are very time

consuming and have problems with processing when the

document layout changes significantly. Large diversity of

document layouts is one of the largest problems of the

methods from this group.

Top-down methods are based on global page image

information. They decompose pages into columns, blocks,

lines and words. The location of white stripes is crucial to

successful decomposition. The most common example is
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Recursive X–Y Cuts method [10, 28], which decomposes

the document page image by recursive cuts into rectangular

blocks. Document segmentation is represented by a tree

structure. Each tree node represents a cut associated with a

horizontal or vertical projection (histogram). A cut is made

at each point where a defined number of neighbouring

histogram bin values fall below a defined threshold. Sen-

sitivity to rotation is the weakness of the algorithm. It is

worth mentioning that a complex layout containing fonts of

various sizes decreases the accuracy of the method. The

modification of this method can be found in [27]. This

method enables an assignment of order in which the

paragraphs are read. Another example is Maximal White-

space Rectangles method [4], which analyses the structure

of the document’s background. Empty rectangles, found

using the Breuel’s algorithm, are used to divide the docu-

ment page. Sorting empty rectangles allows to find their

covers. Covers acceptance is based on their assigned

weights. Accepted covers define the page structure divi-

sion. Run-Length Smearing Algorithm [30] is a well-known

algorithm in this group based on segment growing.

It starts with the binary input image. It then converts a

horizontal or vertical sequence of pixels (run) shorter than a

given threshold to black pixels (this is called ‘run length

smearing’). This step is proceeded horizontally and verti-

cally for various values of thresholds. The outcome image is

a combination of the images for both directions combined

by the logical operation AND. The primary components

join into groups. Smearing techniques make an assumption

regarding the size of components being the base to calculate

thresholds. Docstrum [32] segmentation method, which

also belongs to this group, can be applied for complex non-

Manhattan layouts and rotated documents (with arbitrary

skew angles of text lines). It relies on the text line seg-

mentation and requires a lack of letter connections in a

character sequence. There is also a problem in cases when

characters are situated too far away. This situation can also

happen after the text is aligned into columns.

In the paper [21] a method being a hybrid combining top-

down and bottom-up approaches to document analysis is

proposed. It consists of two steps: block extractionusing32�
32 window of pixels (top–down) and multi-column block

detection and segmentation (bottom–up). If the window

covers 10 non-white pixels, it is considered to be associated

with the non-white pixels. Then the contour of the 32� 32

windows is traced. If the space between blocks or columns of

text is larger than 32 pixels, the segmentation process is done.

Further improvements of this method are described in [20].

2.2 Segment recognition

Document segment recognition is the subsequent step after

segmentation. Its primary goal is to assign all detected

structures into meaningful groups. The assignment is done

using block content analysis, graphic features and spatial

relations between regions. Various recognition approaches

are used to classify segments. Neural network-based clas-

sification is a well-explored area, e.g. [6, 16, 41]. The first

method uses a neural network to classify a set of masks into

the three texture classes in the page segmentation problem:

halftone, background, and text and line-drawing regions.

The text and line-drawing regions are further discriminated

based on connectivity analysis. Recognition of textual and

graphic blocks has been done using self organizing maps

[41]. Radial basis function and probabilistic neural net-

works are applied to region classification, [16]. Recurrent

fuzzy adaptive system ART, [6], recognizes text and gra-

phic blocks. Statistical features such as: region size, its

position, number of lines and words are mainly used as an

input of neural network, [36]. A deep survey of neural

network application in segment analysis and recognition

can be found in [25].

Classification of graphics based on statistical features is

presented in [42]. The proposed method works with the

non-Manhattan layouts where standard segmentation

methods fail. Smearing techniques and assignment of

regions are applied in strictly defined order. The region is

classified as a graphics if the histogram does not show

regularities. The paper [8] also considers picture detection.

The method uses OCR to separate out the text. It applies

the Normalized Cuts algorithm [38] to cluster the non-text

pixels into the picture regions. The authors correct under-

and over-segmentation based on deducing the number of

pictures. The work [29] presents a summary of segmenta-

tion methods and their ability to recognize various docu-

ment structures.

A lot of research in document image analysis is devoted

to methods focused on a specific element of the document

structure. An example of such structure is tables. The paper

[14] presents a horizontal and vertical line detection

method and applies it to table recognition. The method

does not use dedicated heuristics and thus is much more

universal. The work [19] describes T-Recs, a system that

recognizes tables based on the bounding boxes of text

contained in the table’s cells. The paper [43] presents a

statistical approach and line detection to find tables. The

authors in [7, 15, 19, 37, 39] present other solutions of this

problem.

Many early works in document structure recognition

presented their results in a graphic form without a stan-

dardized quality measurement. These experiments did not

take into consideration a large variety of existing document

layouts. The lack of the publicly recognized benchmark

data sets with annotated document page images causes

difficulties in comparison of various algorithms. According

to [24] all experiments are made with various document
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sets. The next problem is the absence of a standard testing

procedure enabling such comparison. The authors of the

paper [33] have proposed an evaluation method based on

pixels instead of contours which shares similarity with the

method presented here. Thanks to this approach it is pos-

sible to compare the results independently on the method

by which the segmentation regions were obtained. This

strategy was proposed to compare the result of segmenta-

tion with manually annotated set of regions containing each

possible correct segmentation. Each segmented region was

compared with the region from the ground truth set if their

intersection was large enough.

3 The problem formulation

In our system the document structure recognition problem

is divided into two sub-problems: segmentation (grouping)

and recognition. The input is a document page image, the

output is a set of recognized bounding boxes of document

structures. Each page is processed separately. The exem-

plary input and output are presented in Fig. 1.

3.1 Segmentation problem

The key goal of segmentation is to divide the page image

into regions containing coherent content. A great difficulty

of segmentation comes from the need of processing of

various document layouts.

Document layouts are very diverse, starting from a fixed

composition with clear horizontal and vertical blocks

(Manhattan), up to a very loose, non-rectangular one (Non-

Manhattan). Non-Manhattan layouts mainly exist in pop-

ular journals, tabloids and advertisements.

One of the most common features differentiating layouts

is spacing. In typography spacing is defined as an empty

space between elements of the composition, i.e. between

page parts, margins, texts, words, letters and spaces inside

letters. Spacing can vary and can be assigned according to

the subjective feelings of documents’ authors. Text align-

ment should also be taken into consideration. Left and

right-aligned paragraphs are characterized by the change-

able line length. Centred texts (often used in tables) are

more difficult to handle, because of changeable outline

coordinates. Justified texts do not share these problems, but

introduce kerning (a correction of spacing between letters

and words to fit the column).

In our research we focus on Manhattan layouts. We

assume the abidance of basic typesetting rules, for

example:

• Positions of page headers and footers;

• Closeness of an image and its caption;

• Uniformity of spacing between lines and paragraphs.

The mentioned assumptions cause a set of problems to be

faced. Existence of rivers (spaces between words situated

one under another) and kerning may cause segmentation

artefacts and subsequent recognition failure.

3.2 Recognition problem

The key goal of recognition is to utilize features to dis-

tinguish between region classes:

• Abstract,

• Author,

• Caption,

• Header,

• Page Footer,

• Page Header,

• Paragraph,

• Table,

Fig. 1 The example of a document image with marked bounding

boxes (a typical layout content of which, for the publication purpose,

was randomly generated on the basis of real one existing in the

corpus. In all experiments the real documents from the Internet were

used)
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• Title,

• Graphic elements: line, picture, diagram, scheme, chart.

Each generated region should have coherent visual and

spatial features. For a specific region class the features may

be constructed based on specific properties of page struc-

ture elements, for example:

• A photo is usually a spatially coherent collection of

non-white pixels;

• A block of text has a distinctive outline along its

borders;

• A drawing consists of interconnected groups of lines

and curves mixed with fragments of text;

• A caption is a block of text spatially related to a graphic

element and may begin with a keyword.

3.3 Formal problem definition

The task can be formally described as follows. The goal of

segmentation of page P is to find bounding boxes Bi : i ¼
1; . . .; nf g that include coherent content:

P ¼ fB1;B2; . . .;Bng: ð1Þ

Each bounding box Bi is a set of pixels between its top–left

ðx1i ; y1i Þ and bottom–right ðx2i ; y2i Þ coordinates. Bounding

boxes do not overlap:

8Bi2P8Bj2P�fBigBi \ Bj ¼ ;: ð2Þ

The goal of recognition of bounding boxes B is to assign a

label Li 2 W : i ¼ 1; . . .; nf g to each bounding box Bi 2 B:

WðfB1;B2; . . .;BngÞ ¼ fL1; L2; . . .;Lng: ð3Þ

The dictionary W of class labels consists of labels identi-

fying possible logical structure elements (graphics, header,

caption, paragraph, etc).

4 The proposed method

The proposed method is called Document Structure Rec-

ognizer (DSR). Because the collected documents stem

from the Internet, the method assumes that the document is

properly preprocessed: free of scanning artefacts, orthog-

onally aligned, de-noised and uniformly saturated. The

following, additional requirements should be met:

• High resolution of the document image is necessary, at

least 300 DPI. The limitation stems from the applied

OCR tool (Tesseract). Its recognition quality decreases

when lower resolutions are used;

• Document image contains uniform background colour

and distinct contrast between background and

foreground;

• Text path has to be a straight, orthogonal line;

• Text font size within a single paragraph has to be

constant.

4.1 The idea of the method

The general scheme of the method is presented in Fig. 2.

Document structure recognition is composed of several

methods specifically designed to handle distinct types of

document structures. Textual and graphic blocks have

different processing pipelines, thus need to be separated

in the very beginning. Graphics type recognition is per-

formed in later stages. Text regions are omitted at this

stage.

The general idea of the DSR method is presented in Fig.

2. As an input the document page image is taken. First, the

page image is processed by the module of graphics seg-

mentation. Because text segmentation is very sensitive to

the presence of graphic elements, therefore all graphic

components have to be masked beforehand. The text seg-

mentation method finds groups of letters using a well-

known routine called connected components labelling [5,

9]. It finds obstacles represented by space between col-

umns, paragraphs, text lines and words. These obstacles are

employed for the segmentation of text regions. After text

segmentation, the text structure class recognition is per-

formed. OCR and rule based text analysis are helpful in

recognition of specific text blocks, such as: captions,

abstracts, document authors, etc. Tables without grid lines

Fig. 2 The scheme of the proposed DSR method of the document

structure recognition
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(plain text) are recognized by the T-Recs algorithm [18].

The labelled text regions are obtained as an output from

this module. Captions are then delivered to the image/table

recognition module. It also comes in hand to recognize

types of masked graphic elements. Graphic regions are

classified into disjoint groups: tables with grid lines, pho-

tos, drawings, charts and diagrams. This classification is

based on the approach presented in [26].

4.2 Detailed description

In this section, the following components of DSR (Fig. 2)

are presented: graphics segmentation, table detection text

segmentation and recognition.

4.2.1 Graphics segmentation

The method simultaneously detects various graphic ele-

ments: pictures, charts, diagrams, schema and tables with

lines. The input image is transformed in several stages to

distinguish all these components from plain text and non-

graphic structures.

Image skeletonization This transformation is based on

the classic algorithm presented in [34]. For the binary page

image, the operation filters all black pixels that are not

equidistant to its boundaries. The skeleton usually

emphasizes geometrical and topological properties of the

shape. Skeleton examples of typical document page com-

ponents are presented in Fig. 3. Image skeletonization

enables extraction of content independent features. The

processed image can be represented by a set of curves and

connections between them. Each disjoint skeleton part is

considered separately. Figure 3 shows that a typical text

element is noticeably smaller than a graphic element. This

observation allows to build a feature vector used to dis-

criminate graphic and non-graphic elements. Two features

are considered:

• the number of pixels in the segment skeleton,

• the skeleton height.

The above idea is formalized in Algorithm 1.

Initial segment recognition The aim of this stage is to

classify a segment into oneof the twoclasses: a graphic or text

element. First, the parameter values of the method are auto-

matically assigned. It is necessary because various font sizes

and different resolutions of a document image exist. The

values of features are calculated (height and number of pix-

els) for each disjoint skeleton. For the whole image statistics

are calculated and 0.99-quantile of these values is taken.

(a) A fragment of text (b) Skeleton of the text

(c) A part of a diagram (d) Skeleton of the diagram

(e) A picture (f) Skeleton of the pic-
ture

Fig. 3 The examples of skeletons of typical document components
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It is not possible to unambiguously assign the quantile

so that it always distinguishes between text and graphic

elements. As previously mentioned, the skeletons of text

elements are generally smaller than those of graphic ele-

ments. Therefore, the quantile values are multiplied by

experimentally determined factors. The skeleton height

quantile value is multiplied by a factor of two and the

skeleton size quantile value is multiplied by a factor of

three. The final values create threshold used during clas-

sification to distinguish between text and graphic elements.

Assembling of graphic elements At this point, the skel-

etons classified as belonging to graphic elements corre-

spond to fragments of the actual graphic elements. The aim

of this step is to expand them to fully encompass the image

and to combine fragmented graphic elements. To do so the

segments are dilated and a Sobel operator is applied to the

input image. Then the dilated skeleton is combined with

the result of the Sobel operator using the OR operator. The

resulting data are once again separated into disjoint seg-

ments. All segments that do not share at least one pixel

with the initially accepted skeleton segments are rejected.

The remaining segments are reduced to their bounding

boxes. Overlapping bounding boxes are merged. The col-

lection of bounding boxes containing graphics is the output

of this stage. They are sent to the text segmentation and

graphics recognition modules.

4.2.2 Text segmentation and recognition

The textual region segmentation is performed using con-

cepts found in mathematical morphology, skeleton repre-

sentation, connected component processing and

typography. The graphic regions are masked with bounding

boxes before further processing at this stage. Letters, the

basic element of text, are detected by a method called

connected components labelling [9]. As an input the

algorithm obtains binary image and as an output it gives the

set of connected components CCS ¼ cc1; cc2; . . .; ccn.

Each component is described by a set of pixels.

Next, the proposed methodology is divided into four

consecutive steps:

• detection of blocking connected components,

• text line segmentation,

• text line grouping—paragraph segmentation,

• text region classification.

Detection of blocking connected components Many bot-

tom–up techniques decide whether to group or separate

connected components, relying on the estimation of the

distances between objects. This kind of approach gives

successful results for documents with almost identical

spaces between the characters and words in the same

and in different text lines. However, the distances

between words are unstable because of the process of

adjusting the spacings (kerning). In consequence, some

words in lines with greater spacing become isolated. It

is worth mentioning that there is an approach based on

the use of the spacing ratio measure to solve this

problem [1].

Over-segmentation errors are especially common in

multi-column documents, where text often happens to be

justified and standard deviation of the distances tends to be

higher. When thresholds are overestimated, words from

separated columns might be merged. Additional techniques

are required to find objects within the document that clearly

determine columns.

To assure unconnected component stayed disjoint,

obstacles (blocking components) are used, which prevent

merging these groups. Merging two components is not

allowed if after merging the resulted bounding box

crosses blocking object. Essential blocking elements are

letters, part of words or whole sentences located in

extreme places of separate columns. Groups of connected

components aligned to the left or to the right are an

indicator whether these components are blocking ones.

Two objects are aligned left, if the difference between

their left coordinates is less than a threshold �. In case of

right alignment the difference between right coordinates is

taken. This procedure allows to find extreme left or right

character in each column.

Searching extreme located elements (blocking) may

cause indication of false components inside paragraphs,

therefore the following processing steps are executed.

For each group, the average distance of neighbouring

connected components on the left (avgl) and right side

ðavgrÞ are computed. In Fig. 4 break lines assign distances

used in the left average distance avgl and the right average

distance avgr calculation. They are used to indicate

blocking components. The Eq. 4 formally presents how the

left average distance (avgl) is calculated.

avgl ¼
1

jBj
X

b2B

minðjcr � bljÞ; c 2 Cb if Cb 6¼ ;
const if Cb ¼ ;

�
;

ð4Þ

where, B is the set of bounding boxes b belonging to the

group, Cb is the set of boxes from which we will choose the

box closest to b. It can be said that Cb contains all bounding

boxes to the left of the bounding box b. The cl, bl, cr, br, ct,

bt, cb and bb values for bounding boxes are their corre-

sponding limits in pixels (e.g. cl is the x-coordinate of c

box’s left-side edge on the image). For a bounding box c to

be included in Cb it must hold that bl [ cr, bt\cb and

bb [ ct. The right average distance avgr is calculated in an

analogous manner.

Then the following conditions are checked.
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• If a group is left-aligned and avgl\avgr then the group

is ignored because it is assumed that the average

distance from the neighbouring components on the left

should be greater than the average distance from

components on the right side;

• If a group is right-aligned and avgr\avgl then the

group is ignored on the basis of the similar rule: the

average distance from the neighbouring components on

the right should be greater than the average distance

from components on the left side;

• If the average distances are similar (javgr � avglj\�)

then the group is ignored. This case often happens for

the groups of words inside paragraphs due to a

coincidental alignment of spaces, called rivers.

As a result, all remaining groups are considered to consist

of left (OBSL) and right (OBSR) limit words of columns.

Each connected component is marked accordingly to the

group it belongs to. Information whether a component is

left or right blocking is used in the next step.

Text line segmentation There are three conditions used

in the text line segmentation process. Firstly, the connected

components’ alignment condition is examined. The process

of grouping is based on basic rules of alignment of char-

acters and words within the same text line. In typography,

four horizontal imaginary lines are identified: ascent line,

mean line, base line and descender line. The ascent line is

set by ascenders—portions of a minuscule letter in a Latin-

derived alphabet that extends above the mean line of a font.

The mean line is the line that determines where non-

ascending lower-case letters terminate. The baseline is a

line upon which most letters rest and below which

descenders extend. The descender line is set by a portion of

a letter that extends below the baseline. Relationships

between those lines and all possibilities of combinations

between two characters let us introduce four simple rules.

Based on these rules the decision is made whether two

components are within the same text line.

Two adjoining components cci and ccj are going to be

recognized as candidates for characters or words in the

same text line according to the following rules:

• Components are possibly both capital or small letters if

both the top and bottom edges of the bounding boxes lie

on the ascents line and the base line;

• If components are small and capital letters then

horizontal overlapping should have at least 33 % of

the highest component (small letters in main text in

majority of documents have at least 50 % of the heights

of capital letters);

• If one of the components is a letter and the second one

is an ascent or punctuation mark then they cover

significantly different areas and are placed on appro-

priate alignment lines.

Secondly, the candidates have to satisfy the x distance

constraint. Based on the histogram of the distances

between the adjacent bounding boxes, for which the

alignment condition is met, a proper threshold value (c) is
calculated. To link the components which are farther from

each other than the most often occurring value, the

threshold is multiplied by the factor of three.

The blocking components are used to prevent including

words from adjacent columns into text lines. The compo-

nents cci, ccj are satisfying the connectivity condition if any

of the given statements are true:

• Both components are not marked as blocking:

cci 62 ðOBSL [ OBSRÞ ^ ccj 62 ðOBSL [ OBSRÞ; ð5Þ

• The component on the left side (cci) is marked as left-

blocking and the component on the right side (ccj) is

not left-blocking:

cci 2 OBSL ^ ccj 62 OBSL; ð6Þ

• The component on the left side (cci) is not marked as

blocking and the component on the right side (ccj) is

marked as right-blocking:

cci 62 ðOBSL [ OBSRÞ ^ ccj 2 OBSR: ð7Þ

Finally, only those connected components are allowed to

form a text line, for which each adjoining pair of compo-

nents fulfils the alignment condition, x distance constraint

and connectivity condition.

Text line grouping The purpose of this step is to merge

text lines into the left, right-aligned and centred para-

graphs. One of the attributes used for grouping is font

thickness. To estimate thickness the morphological opera-

tion edge out, also called external gradient, is used. This

Fig. 4 The connected components (words or word fragments) are

surrounded by bounding boxes. In this figure for simplicity, only the

words used to calculate the left average distance avgl and the right

average distance avgr are shown in bounding rectangles. Indication of

blocking components is based on searching groups of connected

components aligned to the left (blue) and to the right (red) (colour

figure online)
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method finds the difference between the original image and

a dilation of that image. As a result, the background pixels

immediately next to the shape are returned. The value pin

is defined as the number of pixels inside contours. Using a

skeleton image, the number of pixels of the skeleton (ps) is

calculated. Then, font thickness th is estimated as follows:

th ¼ pin� ps

ps
: ð8Þ

Using edge out to find outlines, in contrast to counting all

non-white pixels, gives a more accurate number due to the

smoothing properties of dilatation.

Another such attribute is font colour. On the basis of the

assumption that homogeneous elements in documents have

the same colour the representation of each non-white and

non-transparent pixel inside bounding boxes of text lines is

computed. Those values can be compared for any possible

colour representation (RGB by default). In this paper DE

measure is used according to CIE2000 standard, where two

colours are considered to be similar if their difference is

smaller than a just noticeable difference (jnd ¼ 2:3).

The above metric lets us introduce the similar graphic

feature condition. The text lines li and lj are similar in

respect to the graphic features if:

• The variance of font thickness is smaller than the

threshold C ¼ 0:6;

• The dominant colour inside the bounding boxes of the

text lines is similar;

• Both text lines have a similar height (exact to �) or the

shorter text line has at least 66 % height of the longer

one.

Text lines are grouped into paragraph if the following

conditions are met:

• Both text lines have similar graphic features: font

thickness and colours with thresholds: C ¼ 0:6,

jnd ¼ 2:3;

• All text lines are aligned according to the paragraph

type -left, -right or centre-aligned;

• Both text lines are no further from each other than /—
maximum value from the set of y distance values

blocking object between them.

In the next stage classification is performed to assign a

class to each of these regions.

Text region classification Text block classification is

done using the following attributes:

• dominant colour,

• font thickness,

• location,

• location in relation to other objects,

• text recognized by OCR tools (Tesseract),

• relation with blocking objects.

The purpose of this stage is to assign classes describing

roles of these structures in the document. Seven types of

classes are distinguished: paragraphs, titles, captions,

tables, images, page headers and page footers. Let us

remind that images and some tables have already been

recognized. A rule-based recognition algorithm is

applied.

An object is recognized as a caption if:

• the object is located in the neighbourhood of a

recognized image or table region;

• the text begins with one of the following keywords:

‘‘image’’, ‘‘img.’’, ‘‘figure’’, ‘‘fig.’’, ‘‘photo’’, ‘‘ph.’’,

‘‘table’’, ‘‘tab.’’, ‘‘diagram’’. National keywords are also

included.

An object is recognized as a header if:

• the object is located just over the paragraph or a single

text line;

• there is no blocking objects between the object and the

associated paragraph;

• horizontal projections of the object and the paragraph

are overlapping;

• the object has a font thickness greater than the average

thickness of the paragraph or is written with capital

letters.

An object is recognized as a page header if:

• apart from images, lines and other objects within the

same text line (alignment condition), the object is

located at the top of the document;

• the recognized text starts with keyword: ‘‘p.’’, ‘‘page’’,

‘‘no.’’ or a digit.

An object is recognized as a page footer if:

• apart from images, lines and other objects within the

same text line (alignment condition), the object is

located at the bottom of the document;

• the recognized text starts with keyword: ‘‘p.’’, ‘‘page’’,

‘‘no.’’ or digit.

An object is recognized as a table if:

• it is initially recognized as an image;

• there is a caption in the neighbourhood that implies that

the image is a table.

If none of these rules are met, the element is recognized as

a paragraph.

Recognition of tables without grid lines These table

structures are recognized using the T-Recs table recogni-

tion and analysis system [18]. T-Recs realises the bottom-

up clustering of word segments and does not apply any

other top-down specific techniques (separator detection).

The table detection is based on search for the neighbouring
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words in the previous and next line (relative to the cur-

rently inspected item) which bounding boxes horizontally

overlap and they are linked together. With this simple

symmetrical relation, independence from delineations or

conspicuous white spaces is achieved. The constructed

segmentation graph includes several characteristics which

are distinctive for tabular structures. Next, several post-

processing steps are applied to fix inherent segmentation

errors. Three error classes are considered: columns merged

together by a common header which consistently overlaps

with the first word of each column, blocks that are over-

segmented because of the occasional gap (river), words

without a lower nor upper neighbour. Errors are assigned to

one of the above classes and processed accordingly.

4.2.3 Recognition of tables with grid lines

As a result of graphic segmentation some of the tables in

the document are recognized as images. Such regions need

to be filtered out and properly labelled separately from

other tables. It was assumed, that the tables had grid lines

separating their cells because only such tables should find

themselves among detected images. The method works on

data acquired from vectorizing the image and then the

largest graph is chosen. It represents the table grid. The

gridded table recognition is performed by applying a set of

three rules to the resulting data:

• If the largest graph has less than 85 % vertexes with

orthogonal lines then the image is not a table;

• If the resulting grid cannot be used to reconstruct at

least one cell then the image is not a table:

• If less than 50 % of the cells do not have content within

them then the image is not a table, otherwise the image

is a table.

The first rule uses the fact that in a table most of the lines

will be orthogonal to the coordinate system. The approxi-

mation of this grid will be contained within the largest

graph of the vector representation. Of course it is possible

that the grid will not be full due to either joined cells or

noise. Still the number of such lines in vector representa-

tions of tables is much larger than in vector representations

of images.

The second rule assumes that the vertexes in the vector

representation will coincide with the points at which the

grid lines intersect. Based on these points a grid is

approximated.

The third rule requires the grid to be detected. It is used

to formulate features which differentiate tables from charts

or diagrams. A table has content in most of its cells while

the two other structures are much sparser. If most cells

have some content (in the form of other graphs contained

within) the image is recognized as a table.

5 Experimental study

The aim of the performed research is evaluation of the

quality of the developed method and comparison to state-

of-the-art methods. The section starts by describing the

evaluation methodology and the corpus (assumed as

ground truth) of document page images collected for this

project. Database of document page images with manually

annotated bounding boxes is used in all experiments.

5.1 Evaluation methodology

It is worth noticing that it is possible to compare the results

on the basis of recognized objects or on the basis of rec-

ognized region of objects. In the first case there is the

binary evaluation—the compared object has or has not

been found. Small and large regions have the same impact

on the result. In the second case the comparison relies on

measurement of how precisely the ground truth object is

projected by the method. The measure is calculated on the

basis of correctly classified pixels.

Different text segmentation methods can return funda-

mentally different segments. In relation to the ground truth

the compared segments can be smaller (lines, single words,

chunks of letters or single letters), similar size (paragraphs

and other coherent text block) or larger (columns, all text

on page). Directly comparing the ground truth to the

returned regions is correct only for the methods returning

segments of similar size, but it is not true for the referential

methods. For this reason a method is proposed that would

allow comparing results with any other method while

handicapping only our own text segmentation method.

The evaluation method changes its focus from returned

regions to groups of non-white pixels (cut-off at 0.1

brightness on a scale from 0 to 1) within the regions

according to Algorithm 2.

In the evaluation common metrics like precision (prec)

and recall (rec) are applied:
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prec ¼ TP

TPþ FP
; rec ¼ TP

TPþ FN
; ð9Þ

where: TP—True Positive, FP—False Positive and FN—

False Negative.

Direct comparison of smaller regions to the ground truth

leads to higher precision and lower recall. When only non-

white pixels are compared the high precision remains while

recall rises. It is a consequence of the method not being

penalized for not returning white space between letters or

lines. For larger regions on the other hand the precision is

low and recall is high. Again, if only non-white pixels are

compared the high recall remains while precision rises. In

this case, the method is not penalized for returning white

space between text blocks.

However, this type of comparison does not take into

account whether the pixels are within the same or different

regions (segments). A more thorough comparison would

include selecting the pixels from only the region with the

largest overlap with the current ground truth region. This

variant is used for methods that return segments of similar

to the ground truth according to Algorithm 3.

5.2 Document image corpus

For this research, a collection of documents was gathered

because the existing corpora in English are not publicly

available or are dedicated to testing the recognition of a

specific document structure, for instance to recognize

tables. Other collections contain handwritten documents,

copies of letters or scanned books. Such content is not

coincident with the aim of the NEKST project.

The collected corpus of documents was selected from

various Internet sources to ensure a variety of layouts to

satisfy the aim of the project.

The collected documents were in , .doc, .docx formats,

then they were printed to 300 DPI resolution in format and

finally each document page was printed to an image in

format. New documents were added to the collection if

they diversified the corpus. To increase the corpus quality,

it has been annotated by three people. All conflicts have

been resolved by voting. The document corpus contains

1,218 page images. The number of elements in each doc-

ument structure class is presented in Table 1. Some

examples of document pages are shown in Fig. 5. They are

specially generated for this publication on the basis of

chosen layouts from the corpus.

5.3 Evaluation of text structure recognition

Using the evaluation method described in the Sect. 5.1 the

results of DSR text segmentation were evaluated and

compared with three referenced methods. All methods

processed data from the same corpus. The parameter values

of the referenced method were adjusted to guarantee

effectiveness for the processed document set. According to

the suggestions of their authors the threshold values were

assigned on the basis of a 100 page images from our cor-

pus. For the Docstrum method [32], its default parameter

values K ¼ 5 (the number of nearest neighbours), ft ¼
2:578 (threshold of connecting components into line), fd ¼
9 (proportion of letters), fpe ¼ 1:3 (threshold of connecting

components into text blocks for perpendicular direction),

fpa ¼ 1:5 (threshold of connecting components into text

blocks for parallel direction) were substituted with K ¼ 8,

ft ¼ 2:578, fpe ¼ 1:1, fpa ¼ 2:112. For ARLSA algorithm

[30] the values of parameters were as follows Th ¼ 3:5

(threshold referring to the proportion of component height),

c ¼ 0:4 (constant), a ¼ 5 (constant). Tmax (threshold

referring to the number of congruent background pixels)

was set as an average of all components. The remaining

Table 1 The total number of

elements for each document

structure class in the whole

document corpus

Class The number of

elements

Paragraph 5,839

Header 1,377

Page footer 1,159

Page header 1,262

Caption 1,168

Graphic

element

728

Table 415

Title 232

Author 218
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parameters were unchanged and were set as described in

the paper [29]).

The algorithm RXYC [21] was run with a window size of

16� 32. Its other parameters only change computation

time. The window width, w ¼ 16, used to find cutting

points was unchanged because it does not influence on the

received results.

Course of the experiment All reference methods (Doc-

strum, ARLSA, RXYC) and the proposed DSR were

applied in the process of text structure recognition (i.e.

paragraphs, headers, titles, notes, captions, page headers

and page footers). Their results were compared with the

ground truth using Algorithm 2.

Results On the basis of the results presented in Table 2,

one can conclude that the text segmentation achieved by

the DSR method is comparable with the best results of the

best method. ARLSA achieves a bit better results but the

evaluation method is negatively biased towards our

method.

In addition, it is worth underlying that the DSR method

accomplishes two tasks: text segmentation and recognition,

while the other methods can be only used to segment data.

5.4 Evaluation of paragraph recognition

The goal of the next experiment was to test DSR’s para-

graph recognition quality in relation of various layout

types.

Course of the experiments The method was applied to

the corpus containing: 743 document pages with one-col-

umn layout, 475 document pages with two columns and

415 document pages with more than two columns.

Results The results are presented in Table 3. They show

that DSR is not sensitive to the number of columns in the

page image. Under manual inspection there was no evident

typical errors. Most of them were a consequence of specific

component page composition.

5.5 Quality of the whole document structure

recognition method for all recognized document

structures

This experiment was performed to evaluate the method

quality for each document structure separately.

Course of the experiment In this case, the testing pro-

cedures were run only on a filtered set of regions. In each

of the experiments this set contained only regions from the

ground truth and the system output that belonged to one

specific class. The evaluation procedure described by

Algorithm 3 was used.

Results In Table 4, the results for this experiment are

presented. The obtained results in term of precision and

recall are acceptable for distinguished classes. Only class

Fig. 5 The examples of the document pages generated for the publication on the basis of the document layouts from the collected corpus

Table 2 Comparison of text structure recognition with referenced

methods

Method Prec (%) Rec (%) F-Score

Docstrum 92.94 93.14 93.03

ARLSA 93.61 93.23 93.41

RXYC 74.04 93.45 82.62

DSR 92.60 93.13 92.86
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Title has unsatisfying scores. The reasons are discussed in

Sect. 5.7.

5.6 Evaluation of gridded table recognition

The method was performed on the 712 non-labelled seg-

mented objects obtained from the text segmentation rou-

tine. They contained 49 gridded tables. Tests gave a

precision of 93 % and a recall of 25 %. Despite the low

recall, the method still manages to find 25 % of the tables

missed by the previous method.

5.7 Discussion of the results

The selected reference segmentation methods used in the

comparison are representatives of three main structure

recognition approaches: top–down, bottom–up and hybrid.

All of the tested methods were compared using the

described metric and the evaluation procedure specifically

design for this purpose. As shown in Table 2, for all tested

methods the obtained results were comparable but it is

worth mentioning that DSR, performing two tasks—seg-

mentation and classification, achieves a precision of 87 %

and a recall of 86 %.

Referring to classification results, relatively low results,

in comparison to the other structures, are achieved for the

Title class. This is caused by a lack of knowledge whether

the page contains title elements or not and what is the

number of the processed page. In addition, some pages

contain multiple titles (in several languages or title with

lengthy subtitles). Incorrect classification occurs when the

title was not surrounded by any other objects but para-

graphs. For these cases, it was difficult to formulate graphic

features distinguishing titles from paragraphs. An essential

problem causing lower results for title and header recog-

nition is deciding whether a text line (distinguished in

relation to dominant document content) is really a title or

header. Because information about specific location of a

text line (in the whole document not just the current page)

is not used in the recognition process, it is not possible to

determine whether the page should or should not contain a

title.

When considering the results it is worth mentioning that

classification of some objects depends on OCR tools. The

applied system, Tesseract developed by Google, is one of

the best freeware systems. Commercial OCR systems

should achieve better results.

6 Summary

Our goal was to propose an efficient and universal method

of segmentation and recognition of logical document

structures to support collecting and processing a huge

corpus of documents in the NEKST project. The proposed

method uses knowledge about the document structure in a

small degree therefore, it is independent of the document

layout. The method processes page images so that it

remains independent of specific electronic document for-

mats. It is based on simple features distinguishing classes

of structures. Its results for paragraph structure recognition

(precision 87 % and recall 85 %) are comparable to those

of methods offering only segmentation.

During research a corpus of documents with more than

1,200 document pages was collected. Each of them was

analysed and manually annotated. It is worth emphasizing

that the corpus was collected with care for the variety of

layouts. Though the collected documents, used for the

experiments, were in Polish the presented method is not

limited to this language. It represents a general approach,

but the document should fulfil all the described require-

ments. Currently, the corpus does not explicitly list page

numbers or the order of pages within a single document.

The inclusion of this information is expected to have a

positive effect on title recognition.

Word count statistics extracted from the documents can

be disturbed if page headers and footers are not accounted

for. Due to their repetitive nature the text contained in such

structures has a negative impact on keyword extraction and

disturbs word count. From the perspective of semantic

analysis, multiple text columns create another problem.

Table 3 The paragraph

recognition in relation to the

different types of documents

Prec (%) Rec (%) F-Score

One-column document

87.14 86.77 86.95

Many columns document

85.87 84.34 85.09

Documents with many fonts

84.12 88.09 86.05

Table 4 The result of comparison for the structure classes (colloca-

tion of segments done using Algorithm 3)

Class Prec (%) Rec (%) F-Score

Paragraph 87.40 85.12 86.24

Header 88.28 80.15 84.01

Page footer 84.18 79.16 81.59

Page header 88.16 86.41 87.27

Table 96.31 65.23 77.78

Caption 88.04 88.12 88.07

Graphic element 92.01 80.22 85.71

Title 69.15 44.98 54.50
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They are solved by the proposed document structure rec-

ognition method.
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